Eliminating the diagnosis atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance: impact on the accuracy of the Papanicolaou test.
To assess eliminating the diagnosis "atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance" (ASCUS) from the Bethesda System for Reporting Cervical/Vaginal Cytological Diagnoses and analyze its impact on the sensitivity and positive predictive value of Pap smears. A total of 166 previously diagnosed ASCUS cases with follow-up biopsy results available were prospectively downgraded to within normal limits/benign cellular changes or upgraded to specific squamous intraepithelial lesions (SILs) or the malignant category. These review cytodiagnoses were compared with the histologic outcome. The impact on the sensitivity and positive predictive value of Pap smears was also assessed. Though there was a decrease in the sensitivity of the Pap smear from 100% to 76.3% for SIL overall and from 100% to 80% for high grade SIL (HSIL) alone, there was an improvement in the positive predictive value of diagnosing SIL from 46% to 85% and from 6% to 15% for HSIL alone. The ASCUS diagnosis can be minimized to a great extent, if not eliminated completely. The "ASCUS-favor reactive" group can be eliminated, while the diagnoses "ASCUS favor SIL" and "ASCUS-not otherwise specified" should be used sparingly.